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Here are the more important stories we had this past and upcoming weeks: 

Victoria Falls Roadway – During a recent inspection of the roads throughout the community, a few 
sections were identified along Victoria Falls Circle. As a result, the Board of Directors asked that these 
areas be inspected by an independent road maintenance company in order to get a professional 
opinion. Following this directive, Asphalt Maintenance, a company the Association has used in the past 
to perform road work in the community, inspected these areas. Following the inspection, Mr. Dave 
Kamps, President of Asphalt Maintenance, recommended the Association perform repairs on two 
sections: one area where roots of a nearby Royal Poinciana tree grew out of the road and one 
depression area near a sanitary sewer manhole. Regarding the other sections, he suggested the 
Association wait until it will take on the re-pavement project.   

Regarding the depression area, Mr. Kamps suggested the Association contact Manatee County first in 
order to inspect the sewer lines. Mr. Kamps advised that this step is necessary in order to ensure there 
are no leaks along the sewer line which may cause the depression. After all, he concluded, fixing the 
road without eliminating the potential cause would be pointless. Following his suggestion, we placed a 
service order with Manatee County. Today, two Manatee County crews were on site to inspect the 
sewer lines using a robotic vehicle with a camera on it. To our relief, no leaks were found. The crew 
manager then concluded the depression is most likely the result of poor compaction or shift of water 
tables. 

During its meeting today, the Board of Directors reviewed and approved a $1,400 proposal by Asphalt 
Maintenance to repair the two areas mentioned above. We hope this work will take place in the next 
couple of weeks, which really depends on the vendor’s availability. Regardless and in the meantime, we 
please ask that you drive safely while driving along Victoria Falls Circle. We thank you in advance for 
your cooperation and understanding on this matter. 

Water Heater – If you recall, we advised residents last week that it is always a good idea to 
professionally flush one’s water heater on a regular basis. If you also recall, we brought this issue up 
following a question raised by one of LakeRidge Falls’ longtime residents. Well, this resident also shared 
with us a very important piece of information we felt can be very useful for all LakeRidge Falls’ residents. 
The resident brought to our attention that TECO, the gas company which services the community, offers 
a rebate program in which consumers can enjoy significant rebates from TECO when purchasing gas 
appliances, such as a new gas water heater. 

We, of course, picked up on this lead and discovered on their website that TECO has a program called 
Conservation Rebates in which “you may be eligible for cash-back allowances, designed to help you start 
saving right away.” Based on TECO website, consumers can enjoy rebates ranging from $65 all the way 
to $725 when purchasing, for example, a new gas tank water heater, tankless water heater, cooking 



stove, and/or clothes dryer. For a complete list of appliances and rebates offers please visit TECO’s 
Conservation Rebates website page or click here.      

Back to the hot water heater, the resident who shared her personal story with us also advised 
that TECO has a “group of “Certified Plumbers” that they have contracted with to replace hot water 
heaters.”  “They come in,” she continued, “take away the old one, install the new one, and the REBATE 
is turned over to the plumber. “BUT the convenience is,” she concluded, “TECO increases your bill $10 
per month for 5 years until the new hot water heater is paid off.”  We can all agree that 600 dollars for a 
brand new gas hot water is not a bad deal. We wish to thank those residents who share these great 
opportunities with us for the benefit of all. Thank You. 

Mi Pueblo Gate – Back in July, we reported that a direct lightning strike damaged a Bright 
House/Spectrum modem and a gate operation motherboard, both of which are essential to the 
operation of the gate. We also reported that Bright House/Spectrum and Sunstate Gate, LakeRidge Falls’ 
gate maintenance company, made sure to replace all defective and broken components and made sure 
the gate is operational. Well, this week we came to learn that the old saying lightning never strikes the 
same place twice is false. This week residents reported the Mi Pueblo gate was not operational. 
Therefore, a Sunstate Gate tech was here yesterday to inspect the gate. To his account, the area 
suffered another direct hit as both the modem and motherboard were “fried.” Sunstate Gate tech 
replaced the defective motherboard and we placed a service call with Bright House/Spectrum to replace 
the defective modem. Bright House/Spectrum is scheduled to be here tomorrow. Until all equipment 
has been replaced and tested, we left the gate unlocked so residents can use it. We hope the gate will 
be up and running again no later than early next week. 

Renovation Project – LakeRidge Falls’ residents once again proved its true positive Community spirit 
this week as many of its members volunteered to help the Association in packing up the contents of the 
Clubhouse. The volunteers placed items in boxes, such as books and kitchen utensils, helped to remove 
pictures and other decorative pieces off the walls, and assorted knick-knacks before disposing of some 
of them.  Thanks to their work, the movers’ job, which is scheduled for Tuesday, is pretty much cut out 
for them. Also on Tuesday, we have Bright House/Spectrum scheduled to be on site to connect the 
portable office located in the Clubhouse parking lot to phone and internet. This means that on 
Thursday or Friday of next week the portable office will be officially open for business replacing the 
Clubhouse offices. 

Please remember that come Monday, September 17th, both the Clubhouse and Fitness Center will be 
closed until the end of the renovation. The pool, however, may remain open until October 8th, when the 
resurfacing project is scheduled to begin. As promised, we will continue to make sure to keep residents 
informed on a weekly basis on the progress of the project.  

Yom Kippur - Due to Yom Kippur, the Jewish Day of Atonement, please note that I will be out of the 
office on Wednesday, September 19th. In my absence, please feel free to contact any board member or 
Paula for further assistance or need.  And as always, if you experience a situation that falls under the 
scope of responsibility of the Association and which requires our assistance during the time the offices 
are closed, please call our “Emergency Only” line at 941-951-4034. 

For those who to celebrate Yom Kippuer, I wish you Gemar Chatimah Tovah and have an easy and safe 
fast. 

https://www.peoplesgas.com/residential/saveenergy/rebates/
tel:941-951-4034


Have a great and safe weekend. 

Sincerely, 

--  

Oded Neeman – Community Association Manager 
Argus Managing Agent for LakeRidge Falls 
4200 LakeRidge Boulevard, Sarasota FL 34243 
Phone: 941-360-1046 Ext 101 
Fax: 941-359-6827 
E-Mail: PropertyManager@LakeRidgeFalls.Org 
 


